
Introduction

Heat-setting is a thermomechanical process of funda-

mental importance to the subsequent processing of

fibres and their ultimate applications. The industrial

importance of heat-setting was first acknowledged

when textured yarn was first produced [1]. Greer [2]

demonstrated that heat-setting a material would

stabilise it in a particular form by the application of

heat. The imposed thermal energy would allow the

material to relax into a more energetically stable

configuration. For nylon 6.6 a permanent set will be

achieved when fibres are heated to 180–200°C [3].

Texturing is the conversion of flat (straight)

filament yarn to crimped fibres to simulate the

properties of natural staple yarns of increased bulk

with the benefits of thermal insulation, cover, softness

and fullness, and moisture transport. In false twist

texturing, the multifilament bundle is cold twisted by

running the yarn over the edge of a stack of nine

rotating discs on three centres in an equilateral triangle.

The yarn runs through the centre of the triangle and

over the edge of each disc. Twisted yarn passes the

heater where it is heat plasticized and twists are heat

set in a dry atmosphere close to its melting point. The

yarn is subsequently cooled in the area between the

heater and the spindle and untwisted after passing the

spindle. Heat-set twists impart crimp, bulk and elasticity

to the yarn [4]. In air-jet texturing, the multifilament

bundle is fed into a jet, where it interacts with

supersonic, turbulent, non-uniform air flow. Water is

sprayed immediately before the jet to lubricate the

yarn. Upon emerging from the jet, the filaments bend

into bows and arcs, forming filament loops on the surface

of the yarn. These loops are locked in the resulting

textured yarn assembly because of the intermingling

of the filaments. In air-jet texturing, multifilaments

are textured in a humid hot atmosphere [5].

If the specimen has been rapidly crystallised, it is

likely to contain many small imperfect crystals with

lower melting points. At an elevated temperature,

smaller crystallites would melt and re-crystallise on

the larger ones. The small crystallites, which melt

together with some of the molecules stretched during

the fibre formation process, tend to coil up, giving

rise to the observed shrinkage tension. Thus, after

texturing, a new distribution of crystallite size and

orientation is formed.

Thermomechanical responses of fibres depend

on the inherent tendency of oriented fibres to shrink at

elevated temperatures, and may be observed as shrinkage

in experiments in which the temperature of the fibre is

varied systematically. These experiments are useful for

‘fingerprinting’ fibre samples, especially for determining
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pragmatic quantities such as ‘heat history’ and other

processing conditions in textured filament yarns [6].

A dynamic shrinkage experiment involves the

monitoring of length (shrinkage) in a specimen which is

exposed to a steadily increasing temperature. The exper-

iment ends at temperatures near the crystalline melting

temperature, when the specimen loses the ability to main-

tain internal stresses. Anton [7] reported that if a ny-

lon 6.6 fibre is heated in a dry, relaxed state from 25 to

70°C, it begins to shrink. At around 70°C some partial

crystallization reduces chain mobility. As heating is in-

creased, the absorbed water is lost and shrinkage contin-

ues. Approximately at 160°C the crystal structure

changes from a triclinic to a hexagonal form restricting

further retraction. At 170–180°C the rupture of amide

bonds in hexagonal crystal commences. This is the usual

hot-draw temperature due to the increased mobility of

the molecular chains. The most striking feature is the in-

termediate and complex ‘structure’ exhibited at temper-

atures between Tg and Tm. The temperature at which the

maximum retraction is observed provides evidence of a

crystalline order in the system, even though it is not

readily detectable by conventional analysis. Dennis and

Buchanan [8] proposed that the first peak was associ-

ated with relaxation and disorientation of the amorphous

domains, whereas the second was associated with crys-

talline reorganisation phenomena, including the melting

of imperfect and/or small crystals, recrystallisation, and

crystallite thickening and perfection changes. If a high

temperature crystal-crystal transition is included, this

explanation agrees with that of Anton [7].

The first derivative of the shrinkage curve plots

the variation of the shrinkage rate vs. temperature.

Cayuela et al. found that the second peak of the TMA

derivative curve of polyester fibres corresponds to the

effective temperature of heat setting [9]. The peak of

the derivative curve corresponds to an inflection

point [10] of the shrinkage curve. This point marks

the equilibrium between the coiling up tendency of

stretched macromolecules and the relaxation for a

more stable configuration.

The dry and humid thermal texturing procedures

have modified the fine structure of the fibre in three

ways: 1) increasing crystallinity by a secondary

recrystallisation, 2) rearranging preferentially macro

fibrils near the surface, which enhances the skin-core

differentiation effect and, 3) enabling the polymer to

form larger crystals that stabilise the fibre in the

deformed state [11]. All these factors will affect the

glass transition, the dimensional stability and the

shrinkage behaviour of yarns with temperature.

Objective

The aim of this work is to study the effect of the tex-

turing processes on the thermomechanical behaviour of

two polyamide 6.6 multifilaments of different fine-

ness by analyzing the change in length when the spec-

imens are exposed to a steadily increasing tempera-

ture. Samples were subjected to periodical stresses to

measure the evolution of Young’s modulus at increas-

ing temperatures. Variations in sample length, in the

elastic modulus, and in thermal stability will be re-

corded. The relationship with filament fineness and

texturing processes will be studied.

Experimental

Materials

Experiments were done on 86.67 dtex polyamide 6.6

multifilament yarns from the same producer, made up

of two different types of monofilaments: Thin
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Table 1 Mean values of crystallinity K, glass transition temperature Tg, Relaxation slope R of the E-modulus at Tg, linear

expansion coefficient C between 50 and 200°C, temperature of maximum shrinkage rate Ts (inflection point of the

dilatation curve prior to melting) maximum shrinkage rate S of 86.67 dtex multifilament yarns of filament linear

density F air-jet textured and false-twist FT textured at different temperatures

Ref. F/dtex Texturing procedure K/% Tg/°C R/MPa K
–1

C/nm mm
–1

K
–1

Ts/°C S/�m K
–1

B

B1

B2

B3

B4

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

raw

FT200°C

FT210°C

FT220°C

FT230°C

33.0

36.8

37.9

38.5

38.8

78.2

77.8

79.7

81.0

81.0

–85.7

–57.7

–63.0

–60.1

–58.7

530.4

–2.15

–3.75

–46.3

–36.4

163.4

154.7

164.7

173.8

177.4

7.64

–1.3

–1.3

–2.1

–2.1

C

C1

1.27

1.27

raw

air–jet

35.1

37.6

77.1

79.9

–79.7

–49.9

402.6

71.0

162.8

140.7

6.26

–0.6

E

E1

E2

E3

E4

3.77

3.77

3.77

3.77

3.77

raw

FT200°C

FT210°C

FT220°C

FT230°C

35.9

36.8

38.0

39.9

41.0

79.5

78.0

81.1

82.2

84.0

–89.0

–61.4

–48.2

–41.1

–35.8

540.3

176.9

–21.4

–7.70

13.25

160.0

153.3

165.9

175.7

182.5

5.14

1.2

–1.4

–1.7

–1.6

F

F1

3.77

3.77

raw

air–jet

35.2

37.0

79.8

82.9

–103.9

–64.8

529.7

54.2

163.2

139.3

6.90

–1.0



filaments of 1.27 dtex in fineness resulting in a

1.27 dtex×68 (R 8.67 tex/68) multifilament yarn and

thick filaments of 3.77 dtex in fineness resulting in a

3.77 dtex×23 (R 8.67 tex/23) multifilament yarn.

Both yarns were thermally treated by the false-twist

texturing procedure at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C and

hydro thermally treated by the air-jet procedure.

References which identify filament fineness and

texturing conditions are included in Table 1.

Methods

Differential scanning calorimetry

Melting temperature and melting enthalpy of the substrates

were determined by DSC, in a Perkin Elmer DSC-7.

Filaments were cut in very short lengths using a

microtome, and samples of approximately 5 mg were

prepared in punched pans to guarantee good contact

of the sample with the DSC sensor. DSC curves were

obtained in the following operating conditions: Initial

temperature 50°C, final temperature 300°C, and heating

rate 20°C min
–1

, nitrogen purging gas (2 kg cm
–2

).

From melting enthalpy of the studied substrate

(�Hm) and melting enthalpy of the 100% crystalline

polyamide 6.6 (191 J g
–1

), the % of crystallinity K was

calculated [12] through the relationship (�Hm/191)·100.

Thermomechanical analysis

Two samples of each reference (Table 1) 12.8 mm in

length were tested in a TMA/SDTA 840 Mettler Toledo

under the following conditions: Initial temperature

35°C, final temperature 250°C, heating rate 10°C min
–1

,

nitrogen purging gas 35 mL min
–1

, periodic load

between 0.1 and 0.2 N at 1/12 Hz.

Variations in length given by TMA resembled

those in Fig. 1. The deformation amplitude is

inversely related to Young’s modulus. By analyzing

the mean curve of the variations in length and the

E-storage modulus evolution with temperature the

following parameters were determined [13]:

E-storage modulus curve:

• Tg/°C: temperature of which the maximum relaxation

in E-storage (inflection point) is observed.

• R/MPa K
–1

: relaxation slope of the E-storage curve

at Tg (maximum intensity of the glass transition effect)

Variation in length mean curve:

• C/nm mm
–1

K
–1

: mean linear expansion coefficient

between 50 and 200°C

• Ts/°C: temperature of maximum shrinkage rate

(second peak of the first derivative or inflection

point of the curve prior to melting).

• S/�m K
–1

: maximum shrinkage rate (slope at Ts).

Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the results of crystallinity K obtained

by DSC, and the parameters derived from the

thermomechanical analysis of the yarns: Tg and R

from the E-storage curve, the linear expansion

coefficient C and the shrinkage parameters Ts and S

derived from the mean curve of the variation in length

given by the TMA apparatus.

Glass transition

Texturing modifies the glass transition of the

polyamide 6.6 yarns. Figure 2 plots the evolution of

Tg according to filament fineness and the texturing

procedure and conditions. Tg of the original yarns are

lower than 80°C whereas the texturing process

increases Tg. The air-jet texturing process increases Tg

to a level reached by the false-twist texturing process

at temperatures between 210 and 220°C. In

false-twist texturing Tg increases with temperature,

the effect being higher in thick filaments. Figure 3 shows

the reduction of the intensity of the glass transition

phenomenon when textured. Air-jet texturing decreases

the intensity of the glass transition phenomenon
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Fig. 1 Variation in length of original and textured PA6.6

multifilament samples 12.8 mm in length under

periodic load between 0.1 and 0.2 N at 1/12 Hz from

35 to 250°C at 10°C min
–1

Fig. 2 Influence of the air-jet texturing and false-twist FT

texturing at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C on the

polyamide 6.6 glass transition temperature Tg according

to filament fineness



regardless of filament fineness. By contrast the

reduction of the effect of false twist texturing on glass

transition in thin filaments is not affected by the

texturing temperature, whereas in the case of the

thicker filaments the glass transition is progressively

reduced as texturing temperature is increased.

Dimensional stability

Thermal treatments are one of the most effective

mechanisms that yield a permanent set. The deformed

fibre, on heating, will relieve the stresses through the

melting of imperfect crystals, and a new stabilised

state will therefore be produced by recrystallisation [1].

The heat setting at a given temperature will be

effective against subsequent treatments at lower

temperatures, but can be overcome by treatments at

higher temperatures [10]. Figure 4 shows the evolution

of the mean linear expansion coefficient of the

polyamide 6.6 multifilaments from 50 to 200°C. Texturing

improves the dimensional stability of the filaments.

The air-jet texturing decreases the linear expansion

coefficient between 6 and 10 fold. Nevertheless,

given that the maximum temperature at which

filaments are subjected is lower than 200°C, the linear

expansion coefficient remains positive. As regards

the effect of the false-twist texturing process on the

dimensional stability, it shows higher effectiveness

although the thicker filaments textured at 200°C

showed a positive expansion coefficient. This can be

explained by the superficial incidence of thermal

energy of this texturing process. Thinner filaments

showed a specific surface 1.7 times higher than that of

the thicker filaments, increasing the effectiveness of

this texturing process [14].

Shrinkage behaviour

The thermal shrinkage curves are extremely sensitive

and capable of showing structural changes that are

difficult or impossible to show by other means [1]. At

temperatures that are sufficiently high but lower than

Tm, crystal melting and recrystallisation become

important, resulting in a ‘complex’ structure that expands

or contracts depending on whether the coiling up or

the relaxing tendency of the macromolecules is dominant.

The inflection point of the TMA curve Ts (Fig. 5)

shows the maximum of the shrinkage tendency that

can be related to the maximum recrystallisation and

its slope with the intensity of the effect (Fig. 6).

Cayuela et al. [9] identify Ts with the effective heat

setting temperature of polyester. Given that the

original filaments were not textured, no shrinkage

occurred. These filaments show expansion coefficients

between 6 and 7 �m K
–1

at 160°C. By contrast, textured

multifilaments show shrinkages at different temperatures:

the air-jet textured filaments at 140°C and the false-twist

textured filaments at 154, 165, 174 and 179°C
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Fig. 3 Influence of the air-jet texturing and false-twist FT

texturing at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C on the

polyamide 6.6 glass transition intensity measured by

the slope R of the elastic modulus at Tg

Fig. 4 Influence of the air-jet texturing and false-twist FT

texturing at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C on the linear

expansion coefficient C between 50 and 200°C

polyamide 6.6 according to filament fineness

Fig. 5 Influence of the air-jet texturing and false-twist FT

texturing at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C on the

temperature of the maximum shrinkage rate Ts

according to the filament fineness

Fig. 6 Influence of the air-jet texturing and false-twist FT

texturing at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C on the maximum

shrinkage rate S at Ts according to the filament fineness



approximately according to the nominal false-twist

texturing temperature of 200, 210, 220 and 230°C,

respectively. Although the expansion coefficient of

the thickest filament when false-twist textured at

200°C decreased from 6 to 1 �m K
–1

it seems that the

secondary crystallisation due to texturing is not

enough to stabilise the yarn. However, the thinnest

filaments reached a similar level of thermal stability

at higher temperatures. As stated above, the lower

effectiveness of false-twist texturing at 200°C can be

attributed to the differences on the specific surface of

filaments because dry heat is applied onto the surface.

There is a close linear relationship between the

nominal temperature of false-twist texturing Tft and

the temperature Ts at which the maximum shrinkage

rate S is observed. According to Cayuela et al. [9] Ts

can be considered the effective temperature of texturing:

• 1.27 dtex×68 filaments: Ts (R 8.67 tex/68)=1.74+0.77Tft,

r=0.98

• 3.77 dtex×23 filaments: Ts (R 8.67 tex/23)= –40.1+0.97Tft,

r=0.99

When comparing the influence of the texturing

procedures on both the linear expansion coefficients

(Fig. 4) and the maximum shrinkage rate (Fig. 6) it can

be seen that the effect of the false-twist texturing pro-

cess on these parameters is greater on thinner filaments

whereas the air-jet texturing seems to have more effect

on the thicker ones. These differences can be attributed

to the different procedures: false-twist texturing is a dry

heat treatment that is applied onto the surface of the fila-

ments and the effect spreads from the surface to the core

of the filament. Air-jet texturing is a humid heat treat-

ment. Owing to the presence of water the thermal en-

ergy rapidly reaches the core of the filaments regardless

of its fineness. Consequently, the effect of texturing be-

comes apparent over the filament cross-section. The

thicker the filament, the greater the effect.

Crystallinity

Air-jet texturing increases the crystallinity from 35 to

37% regardless of the filament fineness, whereas the

false-twist texturing depending on the texturing

temperature increased crystallinity about 5%. The

influence of texturing temperature on crystallinity

according to filament fineness is shown in Fig. 7:

crystallinity is more developed on thicker filaments

than on the thinner ones.

Crystallinity, glass transition and maximum

shrinkage rate of false-twist textured filaments

The development of crystallinity due to false-twist tex-

turing exerts an influence on both the glass transition tem-

perature and on the temperature at which the maximum

shrinkage rate Ts is observed. This temperature can be re-

garded as the effective temperature of heat setting. Tg in-

creases with crystallinity (Fig. 8) at a slightly faster rate

for thin filaments than for the thicker ones. The mean ra-

tio of increase in Tg due to texturing recrystallisation is

1.4°C per 1% of increase in crystallinity. As regards the

temperature of maximum shrinkage rate Ts this was in-

creased with the amount of recrystallisation. As in the

case of Tg, the thinner the filaments the greater the influ-

ence of recrystallisation on Ts increments (Fig. 9). This is

due to the way in which this texturing procedure applies

heat to the filaments. Heat transmission produced in dry at-

mosphere reaches the filament surface and is then pro-

gressively diffused to the core of them. The greater tex-

turing efficiency observed in thin filaments can be

explained by the larger specific surface, which is

1.7 times that of the thicker ones. Considering the rela-

tionship between Ts and crystallinity the linear

regressions [15] obtained according to the filament

fineness were the following:

• 1.27 dtex×68 filaments: Ts (R 8.67 tex/68)= –266.1+11.41K,

r=0.99

• 3.77 dtex×23 filaments: Ts (R 8.67 tex/23)= –89.9+6.67K,

r=0.99
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Fig. 7 Effect of the false-twist texturing temperature on the

increase of crystallinity measured by DSC according to

the filament fineness

Fig. 8 Effect of the increase in crystallinity due to false-twist

texturing on the glass transition temperature Tg

according to the filament fineness



Conclusions

Based on the results of the thermomechanical analysis

at steadily increasing temperatures and on differential

scanning calorimetry of polyamide 6.6 air-jet and

false-twist textured yarns, the following conclusions

can be drawn:

• Texturing increases the glass transition temperature

and broadens the glass transition region of the

polyamide 6.6 multifilaments. The effect of the

air-jet texturing is greater on thin filaments whereas

the effect of the false-twist texturing is more

effective on thicker filaments, the effect of which

increases with texturing temperature.

• The dimensional stability of textured filaments

measured by the linear expansion coefficient between

50 and 200°C shows that the air-jet texturing is less

effective than false-twist procedure on yarn setting

although the effectiveness of this procedure depends

on the filament fineness. The effectiveness of the

false twist texturing increases with filament fineness.

• The inflection point of the TMA curve before melt-

ing, which corresponds to a maximum of the first de-

rivative curve, shows the temperature at which the

maximum of the shrinkage tendency of the yarns is

observed. This can be considered as the effective

temperature Ts of yarn setting, and the slope S will

correspond with the maximum shrinkage rate of the

yarn. The Ts of the air-jet textured filaments was

140°C whereas the values of the false-twist textured

filaments were 154, 165, 174 and 179°C for yarns

textured at 200, 210, 220 and 230°C, respectively.

• Air-jet texturing favours a slight increase in yarn

crystallinity regardless of filament fineness, whereas

false-twist texturing induces higher increments in

crystallinity especially in thicker filaments.

• Highly significant linear relationships were observed

between the increase in crystallinity and the increase

in Tg and Ts when false-twist textured yarns were

considered according to their fineness. The increase

in crystallinity exerted a stronger influence on the

increase of Ts than on Tg.
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